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THEEMERALDPRESSRETURNS
By Ryan H unt

T heEmerald Press is being
revived by two seniors under
the guidance of school
librarian Amy Jerome and
will appear biweekly.

this amazing feat to the

She?s not the only one

dedication of the students,

excited about the return,

saying they would even meet

with Washburn saying she is

on snow days to ensure their

thankful on behalf of ?over a

streak would be maintained.

thousand students.? She also

Journalism became so

notes that many Hamilton

popular that at one point the

students found careers

class was split into three

because of The EP. Class of

sections, with a total of 80

1995 alumni Jeff Dinski went

Hamilton students

on to be a writer and

producing 30 page school

producer for ESPN?s first live

newspapers every week.

morning show ?Cold Pizza.?

The EP is finally returning to
the Hamilton Central School

Many alumni of Hamilton

Continued on A1

hallway after a four year

are also excited about the

hiatus. Starting in the

return of The EP. Hamilton

1988-1989 school year, The

graduate of 1990 and former

EP ran biweekly for the first

editor of The EP, Heather

two years of its life. From

Cigeroglu, was overwhelmed

September of 1990 until

with joy when she learned of

June 2009, The Emerald

the return. Jerome says
Cigeroglu called her right

O n Tuesday night, the

Press, under original
founder Nan Washburn,

away asking if there was any

Hamilton boys basketball

produced a paper every

way she could help, and

team won the CSC-IV league

week Hamilton was in

suggested avenues of

title, defeating a

session. Washburn credits

support for the relaunch.

short-handed ODY Team.

BoysBasketball wins
leaguechampionship
By Tarik Cigeroglu

Continued on A2
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TheEmeraldPress
returns
By Ryan Hunt
Continued from cover
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and its growth is something

even going as far to say ?we

that many teachers and

could sound like a Broadway

alumni are looking forward

show.?

to in the future. While right
now it is merely a two
person independent study

Seniors Tarik Cigeroglu and

printing biweekly, many are

Ryan Hunt have missed The

hopeful that The Emerald

EP since it was ended four

Press will be returned to its

years ago, and it was almost

original glory.

poetic that both students
were in need of a class to
take for the second half of
the year. The idea of
bringing back this iconic
Hamilton tradition sprung
upon Hunt in one of his
study halls, and he

A1

The cast has also struggled
through bad weather so far
this year, with important
weekend rehearsals being
delayed due to the snow
and ice. Despite all this, the
students are still confident
that the show will live up to

Weather andsickness
hindersmusical
rehearsals
By Ryan Hunt

the high expectations set by
musicals year after year.
Some students are worried
about personal stress levels
that are sure to rise the
week before the show.
Senior Sam Williams echoes

immediately took his idea to

MDave,
r. beloved first year

Jerome. Jerome says she

choral director for this year ?s

the musical itself will be

was excited when Hunt and

spring musical The Addams

?fine? but he is concerned

Cigeroglu first came to her

Family, has come down with

that ?more students could

with the idea, claiming she?s

a case of pneumonia,

have more stress? towards

glad that she gets to do

causing vocal rehearsals to

tech week.

more than ?babysit? and is

come to a halt. While many

enthralled that students will

students could take this

improve their writing skills.

opportunity to panic, the
Hamilton masquers are very

This new installment of The
EP has its sights set on the
future of Hamilton Central
School journalism, but not
forgetting the noble history
of the paper. The revival of
The EP is exciting for the
Hamilton school community,

confident that the singing in
the show will be top tier,
crediting Mr. Dave with
doing a terrific job in the
initial vocal rehearsals.
Experienced Hamilton actor
TJLarson thinks that
everything will work out,

these concerns saying that

The Addams Family is set to
open Friday, March 8th with
two more showings March
9th.
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BoysBasketball wins APLatinComesto
leagueChampionship Hamilton
By Tarik Cigeroglu

By Sam Williams

Continued from cover

A2

commanded by Juno,
threw Aeneas?fleet onto
the rocky shores of
Carthage, the Latin
program at HCS has

With the victory, Hamilton

T many
o
students, the

secured its first league

classroom is akin to a

changes and turmoil. With

champion since 2002. The

prison-- a place of labor

the departure of the

game began fairly one-sided,

and frustration with no

with the Knights opening by

beloved Mr. Rains, a great

tangible sign of progress.

proponent of Latin at HCS,

However, one classroom,

the school has struggled

instead of calling forth

to find a replacement in

dread and boredom,

Latin education. But fear

second quarter. The Knights

inspires erudition and

not, because if any

fears were quelled however,

enthusiasm. I am of

collection of students

as they outscored the

course referring to room

could, like the Helvetians

opposition by 10 in the third.

214, additionally dubbed

after the death of

Junior Sean Hunt led the way

the Latin classroom. In the

Ogretrix, push through

on the offensive end, scoring

Latin classroom, students

this conflict, it would

20 points with six made

are free to expand their

three-pointers, while Ryan

without a doubt be the

mind and increase their

Latin students of HCS.

pouring in 20 points to the
Wildcats?eight, but ODY kept
it competitive, trading
baskets with Hamilton in the

Hunt put on a passing
spectacle with 10 assists.
The night was made even
more special due to the

intelligence in an
environment without any
distractions of practicality

celebration of senior night,

or real world application.

when Tarik Cigeroglu, Erik

In the Latin classroom

Geier, Colin Fadale and Ryan

students are immersed

Hunt were all recognized for

into a world of ablative

their contributions to the

absolutes, passive

program. The team will close

periphrastic, and perfect

out regular season play at

passive participles.

Remsen tonight, with the

However, much like the

opportunity to sweep the
league.

stormy waters which,

recently been full of

The end of the summer of
2018 was a worrying time
for prospective Latin
students at HCS. The
venerable Mr. Rains had
left us and the search for
a Latin teacher was not
going well. However, the
marvels of modern
technology have allowed
us to access a teacher
from the Latin center of
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the world-- Naples, Idaho.

web-cams and she

incredibly different from

Professor Van Fossen has

doesn?t.? Professor Van

those of previous years,

been teaching students

Fossen is most

are going to be full of

Latin from her home on a

distinguished from the

intellectual pursuits and

goat farm three time

previous Latin teaching

the expanding of minds.

zones away, and she has

staff in that she focuses

It is known of course that

an incredible amount of

on Latin education and

while Professor Van

patience for our woeful

grammar, which has been

Fossen could send her

lack of knowledge. Many

extremely helpful for our

brain waves to the Latin

Latin students are

students. This focus on

students at HCS, thereby

extremely grateful about

teaching them Latin

the help that she has

without any technology

bestowed upon us. Latin

needed, that pursuit

four student Ben

would be too expensive

Coddington has this to say

and damaging to the

about professor Van

environment. Because of

Fossen: ?yeah, she?s

this HCS has adopted a

helpful and stuff.? In some

conference call system

cases this gratitude has

similar to Skype. While

gone above and beyond

this form of

the expected level. An

teaching is shown through

communication is

anonymous Latin student

how current Latin

serviceable, there are

is quoted as saying ?I?ve

students feel about their

always a few inevitable

already looked at how to

Latin experience this year.

problems. AP Latin

buy an apartment in

Ben Coddington and Skye

student Timmy Mansfield

Naples, Idaho.? Although

Helfant say ?It?s been

describes the situation

Professor Van Fossen?s

rough,? and ?It?s way too

aptly, saying ?it?s a little bit

reception at HCS has

much work? respectively.

scuffed but it?s okay.? AP

almost completely been

AP Latin star Timmy

Latin student Skye Helfant

positive, AP Latin student

Mansfield says ?it?s pretty

says ?I prefer Discord to

Skye Helfant says ?I think

darn good.? It is clear that

be honest.? While the

she?s pretty good, but it?s

this year ?s Latin classes,

Discord option is still

unfair that we have to do

although they are

fighting to get approved,
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Emerald Press Tarik

HCS were once again lost

Cigeroglu says this about

at sea. It remains to be

Latin John: ?Latin John,

seen how latin students

he?s still in my heart. I miss

will cope with the loss of

that guy.? The impact of

our dear friend.

Latin John?s entrance into

It is clear that things have

the lives of the Latin

been turbulent for Latin

students at HCS can not

students at HCS this year.

be understated. ?Latin

The Latin instruction has

John was the bomb. I loved

taken a completely

him so much. I miss him?

different turn from last

says Latin four student

year, and we have been

Ben Coddington.

struggling to deal with this

Things seemed dire at the

Infelicitously, like all good

change. Molly Stahl really

beginning of this school

things, Latin John?s stay at

encapsulates Latin this

year. Being expected to

Hamilton came to too

year when she says ?We?ve

actually know Latin was a

quick of an end. After

now gone through a guy

nasty surprise for the vast

throwing a magnificent

with a bachelor ?s degree

majority of students at

send-off party for Latin

and two people with

HCS, and the possibility of

John, the Latin students at

doctorates and we still

Latin students make do
with what they have.

doing well in Latin became
as unlikely as Aeneas
being nice to Dido. But
everything changed when
a certain Colgate student
arrived to help out. This
student was of course
Latin John. ?He was good
and he?s kind of cute. Kind
of quirky though? states
AP Latin stalwart Timmy
Mansfield. AP Latin
student and editor of the
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kind of [are bad],? and

tumultuous this year, I

Timmy Mansfield provides

could not be more

remarkable insight by

confident in their ability to The Emerald Press is

saying ?Latin John flossed

if not succeed in Latin, be produced by the independent

on us a little bit.? While the

aware of the world in a

journey of our Latin

way that only a Latin

students might be

student can.

Top Ten
10. Super Bow l
9. Eri k can touch the cei li ng
8. Outrage over halfti m e
show
7. Sea of Thi eves
6. Danny's phone fi nally
getti ng fi xed
5. Seni ors w atch Ham let
4. February break soon!
3. An-Xi n's candy
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study journalism class. The
materials published in this
paper are the efforts of the
Emerald Press Staff and are
not intended to represent the
opinions or values of any
school official or the Hamilton
Central School Board of
Education. All materials
published in The Emerald
Press are protected by the
copyright laws of the United
States.

Editors
Ryan Hunt, Tarik Cigeroglu

Reporters
Ryan Hunt, Tarik Cigeroglu,
Daniel Jerome, Sam
Williams, Erik Geier

2. Mathleti cs upcom i ng

1. Basketball w i ns league

Jou r n alism Advisor
Amy Jerome
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TheStudent Drop-off
Line: Issuesthat need
tobeAddressed
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importantly, dangerous.
In theory, having a line to
drop off your students is

AA1

backpacks, while impatient
drivers line up all the way to
Maple Street.

both efficient and safe.

Several individuals have

However, it seems as if all

been seen parking their cars

semblance of human

in the line, then getting out

etiquette is thrown out the

to walk students into the

door, masked behind a

school, preventing anyone

?drop-off line? to any

windshield, as children finish

behind them from passing,

Hamilton Central School

their breakfast, put on their

due to the safety restrictions

student or faculty member,

shoes, and even pack their

prohibiting cars from

By Tarik Cigeroglu

I

you
f mention the words

you are likely to be met with
an angry rant filled with the
issues of getting to school in
the morning. To many HCS
students and teachers,
arriving to school before
7:50 a.m. is one of the most
challenging aspects of the
day. Having to plan
mornings around the traffic
line is leading to stress
among many members of
the school community. In the
mornings, you can spot a
congregation of late
students outside of forum,
all of whom have been
penalized with a ?tardy?on
their record, all because of
an avoidable problem. The
primary cause of the
back-up is people taking too
long to deposit their
children. This jam is
inconvenient, but more
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passing unloading vehicles.

time or in need of getting to

past two with no solution

Despite the availability of

work, will pass waiting cars.

appearing, and while the

ample parking space, both

This makes it hazardous to

general consensus among

behind the bus garage and

students trying to exit the

those at HCS is that the wait

in visitor parking, drivers

vehicle.

time is unnecessary, some

continue to stop at the
drop-off point. Senior
Mercedes Hayes states that
?It?s frustrating because if
you get to school 15 minutes
before school starts, you?re
still late because you?re stuck
in the line.? As we get further
into the year, upperclassmen
with increasing amounts of
homework and stress and

Several solutions have been
proposed concerning this
issue, from the most popular
one of having a faculty
member stand in at the
drop-off point to move along
the traffic flow. More
long-term fixes have been
proposed, but this is
currently the easiest and
most feasible.

decreasing amounts of sleep
are feeling pressure to get to
school earlier than
necessary in order to avoid
punishments, thus taking
away valuable time needed
to regroup and prepare for
the day ahead.
Along with being a nuisance,
the dysfunctional line is a
safety hazard. Several
people believe that the
situation may lead to
road-rage. ?I would think
that just the aggravation of it
would lead to road-rage?
says an HCS faculty member.
Another safety issue is
passing on the left, as some,
either aggrivated by the wait

community members think
otherwise. On a thread on
the social network Nextdoor
Hamilton, parents and
grandparents are arguing for
the ability to park and bring
their kids in themselves. But
nearly all of these are
unaware of the issues that it
presents. In all, the drop-off
line is a fixable issue that has
caused great controversy,

The student drop-off line has
been talked about among
students and teachers in
infamy for years, with the
problem escalating in the

and demands action, lest the
problem persist.
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car most every day. He
predominantly uses his
car to go through his daily
routine which includes
school, his job as a
lifeguard, and sports
practices. This all comes
with little cost to Colin, as
his Rogue gets a modest

driving experience.
Colin?s Rogue can be seen
driving around the streets
of Hamilton even when
he is not in town, as his
car is sometimes lent to
members of the Colgate
Women?s Hockey team to
use while Colin is away.

28 miles per gallon, with
the ability to get up to 32

Wheelsof the
Week: ColinFadale

miles per gallon on the
highway.

The white Rogue can
usually be found in the
first spot of the student
parking lot. Colin likes

Along with good fuel

By Ryan Hunt

economy, Colin?s car is

C olinFadale?s 2016 Nissan

known for its ability to still

Rogue is this week's

sliding down Bonney Hill

Wheels of the Week.

Road. The 2016 rig also

His spotless, white

has a wide range of

four-door is commonly

choices to play music

thought to be one of the

from, including a CD

nicest and newest

player, an aux cord and

vehicles among the

even Bluetooth. Colin

students. Inherited from

uses these features often

his parents, he uses his

in order to better his

function even while

having his car to get from
place to place and also to
just cruise around town. If
you?re lucky, you may one
day spot Colin driving
around town in his car
blasting Sweet Victory by
David Glen Eisley and Bob
Kulick.

R i ddl eof t heweek :
You see a boat filled with people. The boat did not sink, but when you look
again you don't see a single person on the boat. Why?

B1
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IntheKnight Light:
ZacharyDarrow

Act or : ?Matt Damon?

By Tarik Cigeroglu

Heaven? by Led Zeppelin

Ar t ist : ?Chris Stapleton?

B2

Weiler, because his
legendary status in the
high school mathematics

Son g: ?Stairway to

community. If he had a
choice of a person to

Food: ?Pizza?

bring on a desert island,

Con dim en t : ?Ketchup?

he would chose Iron Man,
snubbing his wife for the

Season : ?Spring?

second time in a row. The

Color : ?Blue?

place he would like to

Place: ?Gowganda,

travel to most is Ireland,

Ontario, Canada?

because he has ?just
always wanted to go

Ice Cr eam : ?Coffee Break?

there.? His dream job is to

Ph r ase: ?I ain?t runnin?it

be a math teacher at

out?

Hamilton Central School,

Z ac?Mr.? Darrow was

Web Sit e: ?espn.com?

which he has fulfilled

born in Cortland, N.Y. on

St or e: ?I don?t shop, I

April 29, 1986 and

have kids?

graduated from Hamilton

after years of hard work.
His favorite part of
Hamilton is teaching

Ar t icle of Clot h in g: ?A

where he grew up, but he

hat?

doesn?t like the fact that

subsequently attended

Pet Peeve: ?When people

?we don?t have football.?

SUNY Cortland, majoring

draw on my answer keys?

His favorite class this year

in Math Education.

Su per h er o: ?Thor ?

Central School with the
class of 2004. He

is Algebra II, because he
"just likes the content I

M em ber of M ar k an d

teach in it.? His favorite

M r . Dar r ow ?s Faves

t h e Rh yt h m Sect ion :

teacher is still Mrs.

M ovie: ?The Boondock

?Ryan Hunt?

Lehman, keeping the top

Saints?

Celebr it y Dr eam Dat e:

spot since his high school

TV Sh ow : ?Game of

Declined to Comment

days. His advice for
undergrads is to ?put in

Thrones?

the work when nobody?s

Book : ?The Hobbit? by

If Mr. Darrow could be

J.R.R. Tolkien

any other person for a
day, he would choose Kirk

watching.?

S por t s
FEBRUARY 8, 2019
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Gir ls bask et ball

point quarter, retaking a

points came with 12

two point lead. The effort

seconds left in the game

r ecap

wasn't enough, however,

to break a 40-40 tie

By Ryan Hunt

and another 18 point

between the Lady

quarter helped the girls

Emerald Knights and the

to a 53-48 league win

Warriors.

over the Oriskany
Redskins. Juniors Ashley
LaRuffa and Beth
Belanger combined for 23
rebounds in the win, with

T heHamilton girls

LaRuffa also scoring 14
points for the girls.

basketball team picked up

Freshman Kyleigh

their fifth and sixth

Pearson also added 13

league wins last week

points and 7 rebounds in

over Oriskany and

the win.

Belanger, along with
Ashley LaRuffa and
Sophomore Lauren
Rodriguez also combined
for a whopping 35
rebounds in the effort by
the Lady Knights. LaRuffa
also added 14 points in
the win to notch her 3rd
consecutive
double-double.

Morrisville-Eaton to
remain in second place in

Hamilton(11-5, 5-1)-

CSC-IV.

Basher 18-4-2 Laruffa

Sophomore Emma

14-13-2 Pearson 13-7-2

Basher had a team high

Belanger 4-10-2

18 points in the Lady

Rodriguez 2-8-1 Kelly

Knight?s win over

2-2-0 Kenyon 0-1-0

Oriskany on January 31st.

Dawkins 0-5-0

Hamilton(12-5, 6-1)Belanger 17-10-5 LaRuffa
14-15-1 Rodriguez 1-10-0
Basher 5-6-1 Pearson
6-6-1 Kelly 0-0-1 Kenyon
0-1-1 Dawkins 0-4-1

After trailing by two at the
end of the first quarter, a
big 18 point second
quarter propelled the
girls to a 27-23 halftime
lead. Oriskany opened up
the second half ready to
play with a solid

The girls?win over
Monday the Lady Knights
traveled to the Warriors
of Morrisville-Eaton and
picked up their sixth
league win thanks to a
late game three from
Junior Beth Belanger.

defensive effort, holding
Hamilton to an eight

Three of Belanger ?s 17

Morrisville put them in a
good spot to compete for
a title tie in the CSC-IV
division. The Lady Knights
take on first place Poland
tonight at 7:00 and a win
would put the two in a tie
for first place.
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Boys basket ball

6-4-2 Klingaman 4-4-0

free-throws to add to his

Barker 3-0-1 Janczuk 3-1-1

nightly total of 20. At the

r ecap

Fravil 4-2-0 Mansfield

end of the game, with the

By Tarik Cigeroglu

5-3-0 Fadale 0-3-0

Knights ahead by just
one, Sean Hunt iced the

O n Friday, February 1st,

Last Saturday, Hamilton?s

game with two clutch

the Hamilton Emerald

boys basketball team

free-throws. Closing out

Knights traveled to

overcame the reigning

this game was a much

Poland, defeating them

Class D Section III

needed statement win for

by a score of 79-42. The

champions McGraw, by a

the Knights, who will head

win ensured the Knights

score of 59-56. The game

into sectionals next week.

would be at-least

was extremely

co-league champs, giving

competitive throughout,

them the banner they

with the largest

have been working for

point-differential being

since early November.

only seven, which

The Knights came out of

occurred after the Eagles

the gates quickly, and did

jumped out to a 7-0 start.

not let up, out-scoring the

After this, Hamilton

opposing side by 40 in the

responded, finishing the

first three quarters.

first quarter tied at 16.

Sophomore Ryan

The second remained

Rutledge had 19 points in

tight, with the Knights

the competition, while

pulling ahead with a Ryan

Tarik Cigeroglu aided on

Hunt buzzer-beater three.

the defensive, blocking

Hunt also broke the

five shots and pulling

Section III charge record

down 13 rebounds.

in the game, drawing his
90th in the third quarter,

Hamilton(13-4, 10-0)Rutledge 19-6-4 Cigeroglu
9-13-2 R. Hunt 11-2-7 S.
Hunt 9-2-5 Ramos 2-3-2
Geier 4-5-0 Trontoski

and finishing the game
with five. Throughout the
game, sophomore Ryan
Rutledge played
aggressively, sending him
to the line to make eight

Hamilton(14-4, 10-0)Rutledge 20-6-1 R. Hunt
16-2-8 Klingaman 9-5-1 S.
Hunt 10-3-4 Ramos 0-1-1
Trontoski 2-1-0 Cigeroglu
2-1-0 Geier 0-4-1
On Tuesday night, the
Hamilton boys basketball
team won the CSC-IV
league title, defeating a
short-handed Owen D.
Young side 63-34. With
the victory, Hamilton
secured its first league
champion since 2002. The
game began fairly
one-sided, with the
Knights opening by
pouring in 20 points to
the Wildcats?eight, but
ODY kept it competitive,

FEBRUARY 8, 2019
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Mansfield 0-5-0 Fadale

As the days went on and

0-4-0 Cigeroglu 8-8-3

the likelihood that he
was still alive diminished,

Hamilton in the second
quarter. The Knights fears
where quelled, however, as
they outscored the
opposition by 10 in the
third. Junior Sean Hunt led
the way on the offensive

Soccer Player
missingafter
airplaneaccident
By Daniel Jerome

end, scoring 20 points with
six made three-pointers,

O n January 22, 2019,

while Ryan Hunt put on a

word was released that

passing spectacle with 10
assists. The night was
made even more special
due to the celebration of
senior night, when Tarik

C3

an Argentinian soccer
player Emiliano Sala and
his pilot David Ibbotson
went missing while flying

supporters of the
#PrayForSala movement
grew in numbers. On the
24th of January, police
ended their search for
Sala. They later released
a statement saying that
his chances of survival
after a lengthy period
was ?extremely remote?.
Social media funding
campaigns were started
by fans, former

Cigeroglu, Erik Geier, Colin

over the English Channel.

Fadale and Ryan Hunt were

Sala played for a team in

name players in an effort

all recognized for their

France and was traveling

to drum up money to

contributions to the

to Cardiff, Wales, when

allow for the private

his plane went missing.

continuation of the

He had just recently

search and rescue. Sala?s

signed for the club based

plane was found in the

opportunity to sweep the

in Cardiff from FC

sea off Channel Islands

league.

Nantes, the French team.

on Sunday morning,

After failing to arrive to

within hours after the

Cardiff, people began to

search had begun.

worry about his

Information was then

Rutledge 7-4-2 R. Hunt

whereabouts and safety.

passed to government

5-2-10 Ramos 0-4-3

This sparked mayhem in

investigators, who used

Trontoski 5-4-0 Klingaman

Europe and caused

a remotely operated

4-4-1 Barker 0-0-1 Fravil

many to become anxious

underwater vehicle to

4-3-0 Janczuk 0-1-2

over the missing plane.

program. HCS The team
will close out regular
season play at tonight at
Remsen, with the

Hamilton(15-4,11-0) S. Hunt
20-2-4 Geier 10-3-1

teammates, and big
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explore the spot. There

agreement seeing as the

was no official

transfer can no longer

confirmation of what

take place. Leicester City,

after they defeated the
Los Angeles Rams by a
score of 13-3 on Sunday,

was found, but the

another Premier League

February 2nd.

specialists leading the

team, offered to loan

Defense was key in this

private investigation said

Cardiff City one of their

low scoring, hard hitting

the plane had been

strikers as compensation

match up which allowed

discovered.

for the club?s loss. Plans

for the lowest scoring

The official news of the

to recover the bodies will

Super Bowl in history.

location of the wreck has

take place in the

led to fans questioning

following days.

In the Patriots victory,
while much of the credit
must go to Belichick's
defense, arguably the
most important play in
the game came late in
the fourth quarter when
Tom Brady delivered a
perfect ball to tight end
Rob Gronkowski inside
the 10 yard line.
Running back Sony
Michel then punched
the ball into the end

what the clubs plan to do

Photo from talksport.com

up 10-3.

now. Prior to the
accident, Cardiff City and
FC Nantes had agreed on
a transfer fee of £15m
for Sala. It is

zone to put the Patriots

PatriotswinSuper
Bowl
By Ryan Hunt

Patriots wide receiver
Julian Edelman was
named Super Bowl MVP.
Edelman had 10

questionable whether

T heNew England

receptions for 141 yards

the two teams will be

Patriots are Super Bowl
champions once again

in the win.

able to reach a financial

